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We shall prove that for any spatial graph H, there exists a pair of natural
numbers (N, M) such that any spatial embedding of the complete bipartite graph
KN, M whose projection is a good drawing on the plane contains a subgraph which
is ambient isotopic to a subdivision of H.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A spatial embedding of a graph G is an embedding f : G  R3 of G into
the 3-space R3 and its image f (G) is called a spatial graph. A spatial graph
G is said to be ambient isotopic to another spatial graph H if there is a
continuous map 8 : R3_[0, 1]  R3, called an ambient isotopy, such that
8( } , t) is a homeomorphism for each t # [0, 1], 8( } , 0) is the identity map
and 8( } , 1) induces a graph isomorphism between G and H. Roughly
speaking, such an ambient isotopy carries G onto H=8(G, 1) contin-
uously in one second.
The author [5] has already proved the following theorem, as a kind of
‘‘Ramsey phenomenon’’. A spatial embedding or a spatial graph is said to
be rectilinear if each edge is a straight line segment in the 3-space.
Theorem 1 (Negami [5]). Given a spatial graph H, there exists a
natural number N such that any rectilinear spatial embedding of KN contains
a subgraph which is ambient isotopic to a subdivision of H.
His proof consists of four steps, translating a topological problem into a
combinatorial one. Modifying this process, Miyauchi [4] has proved a
similar theorem with the complete bipartite graph KN, M instead of KN . The
rectilinearity cannot be omitted in these theorems. For example, we can
exclude a given spatial graph H from a spatial KN , making a local knot on
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each edge of KN . Our purpose in this paper is to establish another theorem
relaxing the rectilinearity of KN or KN, M . (Conway and Gordon [1] has
shown that every spatial embedding of K6 contains two linked cycles and
K7 contains a knotted cycle. Their result however does not specify the link
and knot types, so well as ours does.)
Let G be a spatial graph in the 3-space R3 and let p : (x, y, z)  (x, y, 0)
be the canonical projection onto the xy plane. The image p(G) on the plane
is called the projection of G and is said to be rectilinear if each edge projects
to a straight line segment on the plane. Clearly, the rectilinearity of projec-
tions also excludes local knots on edges. Recently, the author [6] has
proved a similar theorem as Theorem 1, replacing the rectilinearity of
embeddings with that of projections.
We define another property of the projections to exclude local knots, as
follows. A good drawing of a graph G on the plane is a drawing of G such
that:
(i) The points representing vertices are all distinct.
(ii) Each edge is a simple arc.
(iii) Any two adjacent edges intersect only in their ends.
(iv) Any two nonadjacent edges cross each other in at most one
point.
For example, a rectilinear projection satisfies these conditions. A spatial
graph G is said to be good if its projection is a good drawing after carrying
out an ambient isotopic deformation of G.
The following is our main theorem, proved in Section 3 after discussing
a Ramsey-type theorem for good drawings in Section 2.
Theorem 2. Given a spatial graph H, there exists a pair of natural
numbers (N, M) such that any good spatial embedding of KN, M contains a
subgraph which is ambient isotopic to a subdivision of H.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence from this theorem
since Kn+m contains Kn, m .
Corollary 3. Given a spatial graph H, there exists a natural number N
such that any good spatial embedding of KN contains a subgraph which is
ambient isotopic to a subdivision of H.
In Section 3, we shall show that there is a good spatial embedding of
Kn, m with n, m3 which admits no rectilinear projection. This implies that
Theorem 2 strictly generalizes not only Theorem 1 but also theorems in
[4] and in [6]. Nevertheless, our proof is quite simple and brief.
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2. GOOD DRAWINGS ON THE PLANE
In this section, we shall discuss a Ramsey-type theorem for good
drawings on the plane. First, we shall give the Ramsey theorem we need
here. (A more general form can be found in [2].) We denote the family of
2-element sets in X by ( X2 ).
Lemma 4. For any natural numbers n and s, there exists a natural
number Rs(n) with the following property:
Let X and Y be two sets with |X|, |Y|Rs(n) and ( X2 )_(
Y
2 )=
Q1 _ } } } _ Qs a decomposition into s disjoint subsets. Then there exist sub-
sets A/X and B/Y with |A|, |B|n such that ( A2 )_(
B
2)/Qi , for some
i # [1, ..., s].
Figure 1 gives the most typical drawing of Kn, n on the plane, called the
canonical drawing of Kn, n . When one discusses the crossing number of a
graph, this drawing should be excluded since three or more edges intersect
in one point. However, such a restriction is not essential for our arguments
and we had better neglect the difference obtained by a local deformation,
called a crossing-shift, shown in Fig. 2. So we say that a good drawing of
G is equivalent to another, up to homeomorphism and crossing-shift, if its
homeomorphic image can be deformed into the other by a sequence of
crossing-shifts.
For example, place the black vertices xi on the points of coordinates
(i, 3) and the white vertices yi on (i, 0) in the xy plane and join all the pairs
of xi and yj . Then the canonical drawing of Kn, n will be obtained, as given
in Fig. 1. In this canonical drawing, the edge xi yh crosses xj yk with i< j
if and only if k<h.
Fig. 1. The canonical drawing of Kn, n .
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Fig. 2. Crossing-shift in a good drawing.
Consider a big circle C passing through x1 and y1 and including the
other vertices inside. Replace the edge x1 y1 with the longer circular arc of
C joining x1 and y1 . Then another good drawing of Kn, n will be obtained
on the plane. This new drawing is not equivalent to the canonical one in
our definition. It is however difficult to describe their difference only by
combinatorial words. So we shall consider those drawings on the sphere
temporarily in the arguments below to regard those as equivalent drawings.
This will unify many cases on the plane to one case.
A good drawing of a graph on the sphere is a drawing with the same con-
ditions (i) to (iv) as a plane drawing satisfies. The canonical drawing of Kn, n
on the sphere is a drawing of Kn, n drawn naturally on the sphere in the
same shape as the canonical drawing of Kn, n on the plane. A drawing of
a graph divides the sphere (or the plane) into many regions. We call such a
region a face of the drawing. In pictures on paper, a suitable face of a
drawing on the sphere will be chosen to be the unbounded outer region.
Lemma 5. A good drawing of Kn, n with partite sets [x1 , ..., xn] and
[ y1 , ..., yn] on the sphere is equivalent to the canonical one, in the labeled
sense, if and only if xi yh crosses xj yk and xi , xj , yh , yk lie around the cross-
ing clockwise in this order whenever i< j and k<h.
Proof. Since any homeomorphism and crossing-shift preserve the
condition in the lemma, the necessity holds clearly. So it suffices to show
the sufficiency. We use induction on n2. Any good drawing of K2, 2 is
either a cycle of length 4 with no crossing or such a cycle with exactly one
crossing. The latter is equivalent to the canonical one if it satisfies the con-
dition. (First, draw two edges x1 y2 and x2 y1 so that they cross each other
at a point and add the other two edges x1 y1 and x2 y2 to complete the
cycle of length 4. There are many ways to add the last two, but they will
result in the equivalent drawings on the sphere, shown in Fig. 3 with
i=k=1 and j=h=2.)
Now suppose that n>2 and that we can deform the subdrawing of Kn, n
induced by [x1 , ..., xn&1] and [ y1 , ..., yn&1] into the canonical form, up to
equivalence. Consider each cycle C[i, j ; k, h]=xi yh xj yk in Kn, n with i< j<n
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Fig. 3. A cycle of length 4 with one crossing.
and k<h<n. This cycle has a unique crossing and looks like one in Fig. 3
by the condition in the lemma. It is easy to see that any good drawing of
K3, 2 included by [xi , xj , xn] and [ yk , yh] does not satisfy the condition if
xn is located in one of two triangular faces of the drawing of C[i, j ; k, h] .
Thus, xn is contained in the intersection of the exteriors of those tri-
angles, that is, the ‘‘outer region’’ of the canonical drawing of Kn&1, n&1
induced by [x1 , ..., xn&1] and [ y1 , ..., yn&1]. Furthermore, the condition
in the lemma requires each edge xn yk with k<n to be an arc crossing
all edges xi yh with i<n and k<h<n from the right side to the left side
of xi yh . Clearly, such an arc is necessarily unique up to crossing-shift.
Discussing similarly on addition of yn , we shall find a unique drawing of
Kn, n which is equivalent to the canonical drawing of Kn, n . K
Theorem 6. Given a natural number n3, there exists a natural number
D(n) such that any good drawing of KN, N contains a subdrawing equivalent
to the canonical drawing of Kn, n , up to homeomorphism and crossing-lift, if
ND(n).
Proof. Consider a good drawing of KN, N on the plane and let X=
[x1 , ..., xN] and Y=[ y1 , ..., yN] be the two partite sets of KN, N consisting
of black and white vertices, respectively. Then each pair of elements [xi , xj]#
( X2 ) and [ yk , yh] # (
Y
2 ) determines a cycles C[i, j ; k, h]=xi yh xj yk of length 4
in KN, N . If C[i, j ; k, h] has a crossing, then one pair of nonadjacent edges
includes a unique crossing and the other does not. Let (xi yh , xj yk) be the
crossing pair of edges on C[i, j ; k, h] , as showing in Fig. 3. Then C[i, j ; k, h] is
said to be of type ++ (or +&) if i< j and if k<h (or if k>h). Types
&+ and && are defined similarly.
Let Q0 be the set of elements ([xi , xj], [ yk , yh]) # ( X2 )_(
Y
2 ) such that
C[i, j ; k, h] ’s have no crossing and let Q++ , Q+& , Q&+ and Q&& be the sets
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of those whose cycles are of types ++, +&, &+ and &&, respectively.
Then we have a decomposition of ( X2 )_(
Y
2 ) into:
\X2 +_\
1
2+=Q0 _ Q++ _ Q+& _ Q&+ _ Q&&
By Lemma 4 with s=5, if NR5(m), then there exist two subsets A/X
and B/Y with |A|=|B|=m such that ( A2 )_(
B
2) is contained in one of Q0 ,
Q++ , Q+& , Q&+, Q&& and they induce Km, m with partite sets A and B.
Since Km, m is nonplanar with m3, the drawing of Km, m has at least one
crossing. This implies that the first case does not happen. Thus, ( A2 )_(
B
2 )
must be contained in exactly one of the last four. In either case, the
drawing of Km, m induced by (A, B) satisfies the condition in Lemma 5 after
relabeling the vertices if needed and hence it will be equivalent to the
canonical one if we embed it on the sphere. However, it is not on the plane
in general.
So we suppose that m=2n is an even number. There is exactly one face
of the canonical drawing of Km, m on the sphere, say 0, which corresponds
to the unbounded region of the plane drawing of Km, m obtained above. If
0 is the ‘‘outer region’’, then the drawing of Km, m on the plane looks like
the canonical form. Otherwise, 0 is a polygonal region between two
parallel edges xl yl and xl+1 yl+1 for some l. Then we can find two
canonical drawings of Kl, l and of Km&l, m&l on the sphere, so that each
of the corresponding drawings on the plane is equivalent to the canonical
one. Since m=2n, one of them contains a canonical drawing of Kn, n on the
plane, which is a subdrawing of the original drawing of KN, N . Thus, D(n)
satisfies the property in the theorem if D(n)R5(2n). K
3. GOOD SPATIAL GRAPHS
Let X and Y be the sets of points in the 3-space R3 given by
X=[(0, 1, i) | i=1, ..., n], Y=[(i, 0, 0) | i=1, ..., n]
and join all pairs of points in X and Y with straight line segments. The
resulting spatial graph is called the canonical spatial embedding of Kn, n with
partite sets X and Y. This spatial embedding admits the canonical drawing
of Kn, n as its projection, up to ambient isotopy.
Theorem 7. Given a natural number n, there exists a natural number
Q(n) such that any good spatial embedding of KN, N contains a canonical
embedding of Kn, n if NQ(n).
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Proof. Let KN, N be embedded in the 3-space R3 so that its projection
p(KN, N) is a good drawing on the plane. If ND(M), then p(KN, N)
contains a canonical drawing of KM, M , by Theorem 6. Let X=[x1 , ..., xM]
and Y=[ y1 , ..., yM] be the partite sets of KM, M . In the canonical drawing
of KM, M , any cycle of length 4 corresponds to an element ([xi , xj],
[ yk , yh]) # ( X2 )_(
Y
2 ) and has exactly one crossing.
Now we classify those crossings into two types, positive and negative,
depending on which edge runs over the other at their crossing as shown in
Fig. 4. Let Q+ and Q& be the sets of those elements ([xi , xj], [ yk , yh]) #
( X2 )_(
Y
2 ) which determine cycles with positive crossings and with negative
crossings, respectively. Then we have the following decomposition:
\X2 +_\
Y
2 +=Q+ _ Q&
By Lemma 4, if MR2(n), then there exist subsets A/X and B/Y
with |A|=|B|=n such that ( A2 )_(
B
2) is contained in one of Q+ and Q&.
Thus, the subdrawing induced by (A, B) in KM, M has only positive
crossings or only negative ones. In either case, such a drawing, or a projec-
tion presents the canonical spatial embedding of Kn, n . Therefore, Q(n)
satisfies the property in the theorem if Q(n)R5(2R2(n)). K
Proof of Theorem 2. Let H be any spatial graph in R3 with xyz coor-
dinates, where the z axis represents the ‘‘height’’. Each edge of H is a simple
arc which induces some local minimal and maximal points with respect to
the height. Then we deform the embedding of H by an ambient isotopy, as
follows, to make a configuration which can be expressed with what is called
a plat representation of H. (The definition of plat representations of spatial
graphs can be found in [5].)
First move all the vertices of H to a horizontal level, high enough, so
that the whole of H is located under this level. Next pull up the local maxi-
mal points of all the edges to the same level where the vertices are placed
Fig. 4. Positive and negative crossings.
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Fig. 5. A plat representation of a spatial graph.
and pull down their local minimal points to an enough low level. Then
there will be a spatial embedding of H, ambient isotopic to the original,
which consists of only monotone arcs, that is, arcs including neither local
minimal or maximal points. Some of those arcs form a single edge which
joins two vertices on the top level and which includes several local minimal
and maximal points in general.
Project this configuration to the xz plane. The resulting projection of H
with data on the crossings is a plat representation of H, as shown in the
left of Fig. 5. (In the figure, H consists of a self-loop and an edge joining
two vertices). The top level of a plat representation includes only the
vertices and the local maximal points of edges while the bottom includes
only the vertices and the local maximal points of edges while the bottom
includes only the local minimal points of edges. (Each local maximal or
minimal point is drawn with a hemicircle in the figure.) Its intermediate
part consists of vertical arcs and some pairs of them make crossings,
positive or negative. We may assume that the crossings are located at all
distinct levels.
To put H in the canonical spatial embedding of Kn, n , we decompose and
modify a plat representation of H into the pieces as given in Fig. 5, each
of which contains only positive crossings. Suppose that n=sm is a multiple
of a natural number s, and decompose the partite sets A=[x1 , ..., xn] and
B=[ y1 , ..., yn] of Kn, n into subsets of size s:
Ak+1=[xks+1 , xks+2 , ..., xks+s]
Bk+1=[ yks+1 , yks+2 , ..., yks+s] (k=0, 1, ..., m&1)
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Fig. 6. A given spatial graph found in Kn, n .
Then each of (Ak , Bk) and (Ak+1 , Bk) induces the canonical embedding
of Ks, s .
If s is sufficiently large, then the canonical forms of Ks, s ’s contain those
pieces given in Fig. 5 and they can be joined to form the whole plat
representation of H, which does not look like the original form, but is
ambient isotopic to the spatial H. (Figure 6 presents the resulting con-
figuration for the example in Fig. 5 with s=7.) Therefore, if NQ(n), then
we can find first the canonical embedding of Kn, n in a given good spatial
embedding of KN, N and next H in the Kn, n . Thus, the theorem follows with
N=M. K
Theorem 8. The complete bipartite graph Kn, m with n, m3 has a good
spatial embedding which admits no rectilinear projection.
Proof. It suffices to show that a cycle C6 of length 6 has such a good
spatial embedding since Kn, m contains it if n, m3. Let v0 , v1 , ..., v5 be the
six vertices lying on C6 in this order, taking their indices modulo 6.
First consider a rectilinear drawing of C6 . Since any adjacent pair of
edges cannot cross each other, each edge vivi+1 contains at most 3
crossings, each of which lies on vj vj+1 with j{i, i\1. If vi vi+1 contains 3
crossings actually, then [vi+2 , vi+4] and [vi+3 , vi+5] should be placed
separately in the different sides of line vi vi+1. In this case, edges vi+1vi+2
and vivi&1=vivi+5 cannot cross each other. This implies that both of these
edges cannot contain 3 crossings and hence any two edges containing 3
crossings are not adjacent. Therefore, any rectilinear drawing of C6 has at
most three edges each of which contains 3 crossings and the total number
of crossings in such a drawing does not exceed
\3_3+3_22 =7
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Fig. 7. A good spatial C6 which admits no rectilinear projection.
Now consider the spatial embedding of C6 given in Fig. 7. This projec-
tion is good and has 8 crossings. Moreover, we can say that this is a
reduced alternating diagram of a knot in terminology of knot theory. (One
passes under or over each crossing alternatively if he walks along an alter-
nating diagram. One can reduce such a diagram into one with fewer
crossings if the projection has a ‘‘cut vertex’’.) For example, Murasugi [3]
has given a formal definition of alternating diagrams with graph-theoretical
notions and proved that any reduced alternating diagram of a knot attains
the minimum crossing, as Theorem 13.5. That is, if a knot has a reduced
alternating diagram with k crossings, then any projection of the knot con-
tains at least k crossings. This implies that our spatial C6 admits no projection,
good or not good, which has less than 8 crossings. Since any rectilinear
drawing of C6 contains at most 7 crossings, as is shown above, this spatial
C6 cannot be presented by any rectilinear projection. K
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